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                            The world’s most popular musical Andrew Lloyd Webber’s PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, makes a triumphant appearance at Musical Theater Basel in November 2024!
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								Robin Hood - Das Musical

								15. - 23.03.2024

								Theater 11 Zürich
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								09. - 21.04.2024

								Theater 11 Zürich
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								Dirty Dancing

								18. - 23.06.2024

								Musical Theater Basel
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								Thunerseespiele - Mary Poppins

								10 July - 24 August 2024
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								PDC Swiss Darts Trophy

								27. - 29.09.2024

								St. Jakobshalle Basel
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								Cirque du Soleil - Corteo

								17. - 20.10.2024

								Hallenstadion Zurich
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								Phantom of the Opera

								06.11 - 22.12.2024

								Musical Theater Basel
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								Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone - in Concert

								15.03.2025

								Hallenstadion Zurich

							

						

					

				

					

	



    
                Curtain up!

                        
            Come and experience some of the largest and most successful Events. You will be amazed!
		
                        
            From international global successes to national highlights from the entertainment industry, there is something for everyone. We have been providing our audiences with a wide range of musicals, shows, comedy and dance performances for over 45 years. Don't miss out on the fun - make sure you're a part of these unforgettable moments.
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                        This website uses cookies to ensure a fast and technically flawless internet presence, to analyse website usage and to support marketing measures. By clicking on "Accept all", you agree to the use of these cookies.                    
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